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QUESTIONS PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

I. Whether the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States 

Constitution protects a transgender individual’s interest in competing on high school sports 

teams according to the gender in which they identify rather than the sex listed on their birth 

certificate; and  

II. Whether a school’s policy forcing transgender females to compete on teams that align with 

their biological sex rather than their gender identity violates their Fourteenth Amendment 

liberty and property Due Process rights.  
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CITATIONS OF THE OPINIONS AND JUDGMENTS IN COURTS BELOW 

 The District Court for the Northern District of Greene denied the North Greene High 

School Athletic Association’s motion for summary judgment and granted Taylor Powell’s motion 

for summary judgment, finding the Association’s Fair Opportunity for Women Athletes policy, 

which bans transgender athletes from participating on athletic teams aligned with the athlete’s 

identified gender, unconstitutional in violation of both the Equal Protection Clause and Due 

Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution. The United States 

Court of Appeals for the Fourteenth Circuit reversed the District Court’s judgment enjoining 

enforcement of the policy by granting summary judgment to Plaintiff and denying summary 

judgement to Defendant.  
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

For as long as Taylor Powell can remember, she has struggled with the idea of identifying 

with her biological sex as indicated on her birth certificate. Record on Appeal (hereafter “R”) at 4. 

Taylor, born a male, is one of the 1.6 million Americans who identify as transgender. R. at 14. 

After experiencing debilitating stress while traversing the already-stressful times of puberty, 

Taylor began to identify as transgender and was subsequently diagnosed with gender dysphoria. 

R. at 4. If not treated properly, gender dysphoria, caused by the dissension between the gender 

with which transgender individuals identify and the sex assigned to them, can result in significant 

distress. R. at 4. Proper treatment for gender dysphoria includes allowing a transgender individual 

to live in accordance with his or her gender identity. R. at 4. Once Taylor embraced this treatment 

and accepted her “true identity,” she began living her “happiest moments” as a female. R. at 4. 

Unfortunately, Respondent, North Greene High School Athletic Association (hereafter 

“NGHSAA”), would have Taylor live her “happiest moments” only according to their terms.  

Swimming in North Greene 

 Once Taylor decided to publicly identify as a female, she explained to the principal of 

North Greene High School that she has known two facts for most of her life: (1) she is a girl, and 

(2) she was born to swim. R. at 4. Not only does Taylor love swimming, she excels at it. R. at 4. 

In evaluating Taylor’s situation, North Greene High School administrators reviewed information 

from the National Association for Transgender Athletes and learned that allowing transgender 

students to compete in accordance with their gender identity assists them in coping with gender 

dysphoria. R. at 4. Acting on this information, the high school allowed Taylor to try out for the 

women’s swim team. R. at 4. Taylor was finally allowed to express who she has always been: a 

female swimmer.  
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 Both the high school and Taylor immediately realized the benefits of allowing Taylor to 

swim on the women’s team. R. at 5. She regularly performed well in the butterfly and backstroke 

events. R. at 5. At the conference meet, Taylor finished first and qualified for the state 

championships. R. at 5. Unfortunately, Taylor’s run at greatness was cut short upon her junior 

season’s conclusion, as coaches and swimmers from other high schools, parents, and even her own 

teammates complained to the NGHSAA about allowing a female transgender athlete in women’s 

swimming. R. at 5. Respondent had no formal rule disallowing a transgender athlete from 

competing on the athletic team aligned with his or her identified gender instead of his or her 

biological sex. R. at 5. Thus, in order to make an informed decision on the matter, Respondent 

held a meeting to hear from interested parties. R. at 5.  

The NGHSAA’s Policy 

 During the meeting, several NGHSAA Board members claimed they were moved by the 

biologically female athletes’ position. R. at 5. These athletes contended that because Taylor holds 

the biological physical traits of a male, it is unfair for her to compete in women’s swimming. R. at 

5. They argued that Taylor’s presence in women’s swimming threatened their respective 

opportunities afforded to them through swimming (e.g., college scholarships) and undermined the 

progress that female athletes have made over the past several decades. R. at 5. Teammate Brittany 

Miller’s complaints arose from her concern that Taylor’s presence on the team could potentially 

harm Miller’s chance to receive a scholarship from the local state university, which boasts one of 

the top swimming programs in the country. R. at 3. Miller saw a swimming scholarship as the most 

favorable route to higher education. R. at 3. Miller was upset because, during her freshman year, 

the swim coach assured her and her parents that if she put in the requisite work and her parents 
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provided the necessary financial assistance, she would likely receive a scholarship to swim in 

college. R. at 3. 

In response to these complaints, Respondent adopted the Fair Opportunity for Women 

Athletes (hereafter “FOWA”) policy. R. at 5. Respondent claims that the policy is premised on the 

fact that “physiological differences between males and females result in different athletic 

capabilities” and that “to allow biological males to compete against women would put women at 

an unfair competitive disadvantage.” R. at 5. Additionally, Respondent asserts that FOWA seeks 

to remedy the “unfair competitive disadvantages” females face when competing against males and 

preserve their historic athletic gains made to afford them “greater opportunities.”  R. at 5. The 

policy provides that: 

(1) “Interscholastic and intramural club athletic teams or sports that are 
sponsored by a public primary or secondary school or institution whose 
students or teams compete in the North Greene High School Athletic 
Association shall be ‘expressly designated as one (1) of the following based 
on biological sex: (a) Males, men, or boys; (b) Females, women, or girls; or 
(c) Coed or mixed.;” 

 
(2) “Athletic teams or sports designated for females, women, or girls shall not 

be open to students who are biologically male.” 
 

R. at 5. Section two applies only to female teams and makes no mention of any comparable 

limitation for individuals who wish to compete on a team designated for males. R. at 5.  

 Acting on the policy, North Greene High School permanently prohibited Taylor from 

trying out and competing on the women’s swim team. R. at 6. If Taylor wished to swim 

competitively, she would have to do so on the boy’s swim team. R. at 6. This discriminatory policy 

led Taylor to file a complaint in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of North 

Greene. R. at 6. 
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

            The Fourteenth Circuit erred in reversing the district court’s grant of summary judgment 

to Powell and permanent injunction enjoining the NGHSAA FOWA policy. A state policy that 

unconditionally bans transgender females from competing on female athletic teams and forces 

them to compete on male teams violates both the Equal Protection Clause and the Due Process 

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution. A violation of either clause supports 

finding the FOWA policy unconstitutional.  

            First, the FOWA policy violates the Equal Protection Clause because the policy cannot 

withstand intermediate scrutiny where the state cannot provide an exceedingly persuasively 

justification for the policy. The policy formed only after Taylor revealed that she was transgender 

and the NGHSAA received complaints from parents, which shows the pretextual nature of the 

policy. Further, as only around 0.6% of the adult population consider themselves transgender, 

cisgender female athletes are not likely to find themselves substantially displaced from female 

athletic teams.  

            Second, the policy even fails an Equal Protection analysis under rational basis scrutiny. 

Any legitimate state objective cannot rationally relate to the policy because the blanket ban on 

transgender girls competing on women’s athletic teams is overbroad in its scope. This overbroad 

policy also furthers the notion that the policy is based on animosity toward transgender students 

because it only formed after Taylor came out and prejudiced parents petitioned the NGHSAA. 

Third, NGHSAA’s FOWA policy violates the Due Process Clause because gender identity 

is a protected fundamental liberty right as it is an intimate choice that defines personal identity and 

beliefs, and it has been extended as a liberty right under similarly situated statutes. Taylor risks a 

grave and continuing harm in the form of gender dysphoria if she is unable to express her gender 
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identity. Additionally, because similarly situated statutes, such as Titles VII and IX, expand sex-

based discrimination to include gender identity discrimination, Taylor’s transgender status should 

be a protected fundamental liberty right.  

Fourth, even if this Court finds no fundamental privacy right, the FOWA policy 

nonetheless fails where some high school athletes have a property right under the Due Process 

Clause to compete in athletic teams that align with their gender identity because prohibiting a high 

school athlete from competing on the athletic team that aligns with her identified gender would 

significantly exclude her from participating in the educational process. Taylor retains a significant 

property interest in competing in high school athletics because she relies upon swimming for future 

scholarship, development, and financial opportunities. Moreover, the policy’s lifetime ban on 

Taylor’s participation in women’s high school athletics excludes her from participation in school-

related activities and serious lifetime events for more than a trivial period of time. 

Accordingly, Petitioner Taylor Powell respectfully requests that this Court reverse the 

Fourteenth Circuit’s judgment and reinstate the findings of the district court. 

ARGUMENT 

This Court should reverse the Fourteenth Circuit’s denial of summary judgment to 
Petitioner, because NGHSAA’s policy forcing female transgender athletes to compete on the 
team that aligns with their biological sex rather than gender identity violates their 
Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection and Due Process rights.  
 

The Fourteenth Amendment provides in relevant part that "[no] State [shall] deprive any 

person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its 

jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1. Historically, 

“transgender individuals face discrimination, harassment, and violence because of their gender 

identity.” Doe by & through Doe v. Boyertown Area Sch. Dist., 897 F.3d 518, 528 (3d Cir. 2018) 

(internal citations omitted). A state policy that unconditionally bans transgender females from 
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competing on female athletic teams and forces them to compete on male teams violates both the 

Equal Protection Clause and the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the 

Constitution. A violation of either clause supports finding the FOWA policy unconstitutional. See 

generally United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515 (1996); Miss. U. for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 

718 (1982); Obergefell v. Hodges, 576 U.S. 644 (2015). The potential continued violation of 

transgender athletes’ Fourteenth Amendment rights is mostly aptly considered an issue that is 

capable of repetition yet evading review1 and thus deserves this Court’s earnest consideration.  

I. The FOWA policy violates the Equal Protection Clause because it fails to withstand 
any level of scrutiny due to the state’s inability to fashion an exceedingly persuasive 
justification for the policy under intermediate scrutiny and fails to rationally relate 
to any legitimate government objectives under rational basis scrutiny. 

 
The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution guarantees that no citizen shall be denied the “equal protection of the laws” by a state. 

U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1. Equal Protection applies when a state or state actor treats differently 

“individuals whose situations are arguably indistinguishable.” Ross v. Moffitt, 417 U.S. 600, 609 

(1974). Likewise, this Court has found that high school athletic associations are “so intertwined 

with the state” that the Equal Protection Clause applies to them as state actors.  Brentwood Acad. 

v. Tenn. Secondary Sch. Athletic Ass’n., 531 U.S. 288, 289 (2001). 

 

 
1 Krista D. Brown, The Transgender Student-Athlete: Is There a Fourteenth Amendment Right to 
Participate in the Gender-Specific Team of Your Choice?, 25 Marq. Sports L. Rev. 311, 320-321 
(2014) (“Some athletic entities, such as the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), have already instituted transgender policies to 
relieve these issues. However, there is no overarching rule governing the entities with over seven 
million [] transgender athletes—high school athletic associations.”). 
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A. Intermediate scrutiny governs NGHSAA’s FOWA Policy because transgender 
persons are a quasi-suspect class due to sex being the basis for their 
discrimination, their historical discrimination and limited political power, and 
their status as a discrete minority based on a characteristic that does not affect 
their ability to contribute to society.   

 
In an Equal Protection analysis, a court must first determine the level of scrutiny to apply: 

strict scrutiny, intermediate scrutiny, or rational basis scrutiny. Virginia, 518 U.S. at 567 (Scalia, 

J. dissenting). Strict scrutiny, the most rigorous level of scrutiny, applies whenever a law, policy, 

or act discriminates against suspect persons or groups “based on race or national origin and 

classifications affecting fundamental rights.”2 Clark v. Jeter, 486 U.S. 456, 461 (1988) (citations 

omitted). On the other end of the spectrum, a rational basis test exists for non-suspect classes, such 

as “intelligence or physical disabilities.” Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 686 (1973). 

Finally, intermediate scrutiny lies in middle of the two and applies to quasi-suspect classes, or 

classes based on a characteristic which “frequently bears no relation to the ability to perform of 

contribute to society,” but which is also capable of having “appropriate justifications for 

distinctions.” Grimm v. Gloucester Cty. Sch. Bd., --- F.3d ---, 2020 WL 5034430 *13 (4th Cir. 

August 26, 2020).   

Notably, quasi-suspect classes include sex or gender. Id. This Court has even espoused that 

gender- or sex-based classifications deserve a “heightened standard of review.” City of Cleburne 

v. Cleburne Living Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 440 (1985). Thus, when gender is the basis of a 

classification, intermediate scrutiny will generally apply. See Virginia, 518 U.S. at 531 (citation 

omitted) (using intermediate scrutiny to analyze a college’s policy of not admitting women because 

 

2 Petitioner does not contend that this level of scrutiny should apply as it does not fit within the 
groups set forth in Clark. Clark, 486 U.S. at 461.  

.  
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of their sex). Although whether transgender individuals are a quasi-suspect class has not been 

decided by this Court under Equal Protection, this Court held just this year that to discriminate 

against a person on the basis of their transgender status is to discriminate against that same person 

on the basis of sex. Bostock v. Clayton Cty., 140 S. Ct. 1731, 1741-42 (2020) (holding that when 

a gay man was fired for his sexual orientation, a Title VII violation attached because 

“homosexuality or transgender status are inextricably bound up with sex”). 

Even if this Court would need to formally recognize a quasi-suspect class for transgender 

individuals, they are a quasi-suspect class based on the four factors this Court has historically used 

to determine suspect classes.  v. United States, 699 F.3d 169, 181 (2nd Cir. 2012). The Court 

considers the following four factors: (1) the history of discrimination the class has historically 

faced; (2) whether the class’s crucial trait “frequently bears [a] relation to ability to perform or 

contribute to society;” (3) whether the class has “obvious, immutable, or distinguishing 

characteristics that define them as a discrete group;” and (4) the political power or size of the class. 

Id. In Windsor, the court found: (1) gay and lesbian individuals faced historical discrimination; (2) 

the sexual orientation characteristic, like the sex characteristic, did not impair an individual from 

contributing to society; (3) sexual orientation is a distinguishing characteristic that manifests when 

gay and lesbian individuals exercise a legal right related to that characteristic and defines them as 

discrete minority class; and (4) gay and lesbian individuals, as a political minority, are not in a 

position to protect themselves from discrimination. Id. at 182-85. With these findings, the Second 

Circuit created a new quasi-suspect class for gay and lesbian individuals because all four factors 

justified heightened scrutiny. Id. at 185. In fact, following the Windsor decision, courts have 

concluded that Windsor also applies to transgender individuals. See Adkins v. City of New York, 
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143 F. Supp. 3d 134, 140 (S.D.N.Y. 2015) (finding in a case involving a transgender, incarcerated 

individual that “rational basis review . . . is no longer appropriate in light of Windsor”). 

 NGHSAA’s FOWA policy demands scrutiny under an intermediate judicial standard. 

Intermediate scrutiny applies under the transitive properties of this Court’s previous decisions. The 

FOWA policy classifies high school athletes by their biological gender. R. at 5. Therefore, the 

policy requires a heightened scrutiny as it seeks to classify students on the basis of their sex. 

Similarly, this Court held in Virginia that intermediate scrutiny applied to the sex-based policy of 

not admitting women into a college. Moreover, the FOWA policy precludes transgender students 

from competing on the teams that correspond to their gender identity. R. at 5. Because a student’s 

gender is an inseparable part of the policy, this narrow-minded policy not only discriminates 

against transgender students, but does so on the basis of sex. In Bostock, this Court found a Title 

VII violation attached to a gay man’s employment discharge because discrimination based on 

homosexuality was inextricably intwined with gender. Importantly, this Court held that the 

Bostock holding not only applied to gay and lesbian individuals, but also to transgender 

individuals. Thus, transgender individuals are entitled to quasi-suspect classification because they 

face discrimination based on their gender, and gender discrimination requires heightened scrutiny. 

 Alternatively, even if this court finds it would need to formally recognize a new quasi-

suspect class for transgender people, the factors espoused in Windsor support this group becoming 

a quasi-suspect class. First, transgender people have historically faced discrimination. See Flack 

v. Wis. Dep’t of Health Serv., 328 F. Supp. 3d 931, 953 (W.D. Wis. 2018) (finding “one would be 

hard-pressed to identify a class of people more discriminated against historically . . . than 

transgender people”). Second, transgender individuals can fully contribute to society. Whatever 

gender a person identifies themselves as does not impact their abilities to perform in society, much 
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like whatever sexual orientation a person has does not impact their abilities. In Windsor, the court 

similarly found that sexual orientation does not bear on an individual’s ability to contribute to 

society. Third, transgender people form a discrete group based on the characteristic that they 

identify as the gender not assigned to them at birth. Like sexual orientation, this characteristic only 

manifests when a person discloses this trait to exercise freedoms that relate to their characteristic. 

The Windsor court held gay and lesbian individuals as a similar discrete group that satisfied this 

factor because they must manifest this characteristic to exercise a legal right. Fourth, transgender 

people only make up about 0.6% of the United States adult population. R. at 13. As a small subset 

of the country’s population, transgender persons are at the mercy of the political majority, similar 

to gay and lesbian individuals seen in Windsor, and thus do not have sufficient political power to 

protect themselves from discrimination. All four of these factors favor recognition of a new quasi-

suspect class like in Windsor, where the Second Circuit recognized gay and lesbian individuals as 

a new quasi-class when all four of these same factors supported recognition. Accordingly, 

transgender classification demands, at the very least, intermediate scrutiny.  

B.  NGHSAA’s FOWA policy fails to withstand intermediate scrutiny because the 
state cannot meet its burden of showing important governmental objectives as the 
given pretextual objectives only formed after public complaints about Taylor 
competing on the girl’s swim team, and the blanket ban on transgender females 
does not justify the alleged objectives as cisgender females are unlikely to be 
substantially displaced from their sports by opening up female teams to 
transgender female athletes.  

 
A law or policy subject to intermediate scrutiny fails when a state cannot meet its burden 

of providing an “exceedingly persuasive justification” for the challenged policy. Miss. U. for 

Women, 458 U.S. at 724. The only way for the state to meet its burden is to show the policy 

furthers an “‘important governmental objective[] and that the discriminatory means employed’ 
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are ‘substantially related to the achievement of those objectives.’” Miss. U. for Women, 458 U.S. 

at 724 (quoting Wrengler v. Druggist Mutual Ins. Co., 446 U.S. 142, 150 (1980)).   

When considering the state’s asserted objective, a court will conduct a “searching analysis” 

to make sure the state did not recite a “benign, compensatory purpose.” Id. In this analysis, a court 

requires the state to establish that the alleged objective is the actual purpose of the policy and not 

mere pretext. See id. at 730 (finding that the state could not establish its objective of “educational 

affirmative action” was its actual purpose when it excluded inquiring males from admission rather 

than truly compensate for discriminatory barriers facing females). Further, in evaluating a state’s 

asserted objective, a court must find the objective “genuine.” See Virginia, 518 U.S. at 539-40 

(holding Virginia’s justification of providing “an array of educational options” was not genuine 

when it conferred the benefit only to male students and gave no similar benefit to female students). 

When evaluating the true purpose of gender-based classification, courts must also inquire 

whether the law or policy reflects “archaic and stereotypic notions.” See Miss. U. for Women, 

458 U.S. at 725 (finding excluding males from admission to nursing school maintained the 

antiquated stereotype that nursing was a job exclusively for females). However, some courts have 

held that gender-based classifications can rely on “innate physical differences between the sexes” 

for the purposes of a governmental objective. See Clark v. Ariz. Interscholastic Ass’n., 695 F.2d 

1126, 1130-31 (9th Cir. 1982) (concluding that redressing past discrimination against women in 

athletics and promoting athletic equality between the sexes were “legitimate” interests). 

Even if a state can provide a legitimate objective, or “end,” for a discriminatory policy, it 

must still show that the “means” of the policy “substantially relate[s]” to the attainment of that 

objective. See Virginia, 518 U.S. at 545 (finding that the state’s sought “means” of excluding 

women did not substantially relate to its “end” goal of producing citizen-soldiers because that 
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worthy goal could endure while also admitting women). In fact, courts generally will only find 

the means of categorical exclusion justify the ends, or legitimate objective, when the realization 

of that end is impractical without the exclusionary policy. See Clark, 695 F.2d at 1131 (finding 

that the only way to protect objectives of redressing past discrimination against women in athletics 

and promoting athletic equality between the sexes was to categorically exclude males from 

participation in female sports as the male physiological difference would displace females from 

their volleyball teams to a “substantial extent”). 

Under intermediate judicial scrutiny, NGHSAA’s FOWA policy fails because the state 

cannot furnish an “exceedingly persuasive justification.” The state can only recite pretextual 

objectives for the FOWA policy. Respondent provides that the FOWA seeks to remedy the “unfair 

competitive disadvantages” females face when competing against males and preserve historic 

athletic gains made to afford females “greater opportunities.” R. at 5. Importantly, the FOWA 

policy was only implemented after Taylor started competing on the girl’s swim team and revealed 

that she was transgender. R. at 5. This reactionary response by the NGHSAA demonstrates their 

true goal—to stop transgender athletes from competing on the gender specific team with which 

they identify. Because they could not explicitly state their true goal, NGHSAA used a pretextual, 

alleged justification much like the justification in Miss. U. for Women, where the alleged 

justification of “education affirmative action” was held to be a “benign, compensatory purpose,” 

or pretext, when the real policy was meant to exclude males. Further, the FOWA policy only 

precludes biological males from competing on female teams but not females from competing on 

male teams. R. at 5. This shows that the NGHSAA’s alleged objective is not genuine because it 

benefits only one sex and not the other. Similarly, in Virginia, the state’s objective was held 

disingenuous because it conferred a benefit only to males and not to females.  
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In further evaluating the FOWA policy objectives, it appears that old notions and 

stereotypes of gender guided the policy. The policy only considers a person’s biological sex. R. 

at 5. In only contemplating biological sex, FOWA furthers the archaic notion that the gender 

assigned to a person at birth will correspond to that person’s gender identity and fails to account 

for the fact that a small proportion of the modern population identifies as the sex not assigned to 

them at birth. In Miss. U. for Women, this Court held that the policy of excluding males from 

nursing school failed because the policy relied on the dated stereotype that nursing was an 

exclusively female profession. A few old notions may be allowed when involving “innate physical 

differences between the sexes,” and the FOWA policy does apply to athletics. R. at 5. However, 

while the NGHSAA’s objectives are similar to those in Clark, the pretextual nature of the Clark 

policy is not as manifest when compared to the FOWA policy because the court side steps the 

issue by not questioning the government interest. A shocking amount of pretext exists for the 

FOWA policy compared to that found in Clark, and thus must fail on that ground. 

Even if this Court finds that the FOWA policy passes the first prong of intermediate 

scrutiny, the policy nonetheless fails as the policy does not “substantially relate” to its alleged 

objectives. The means do not match the ends. The policy’s purported ends are keeping women 

from “unfair competitive disadvantages” and preserving their historic athletic gains made that 

afford them “greater opportunities.” R. at 5. To meet these ends, NGHSAA employed the means 

of a blanket ban on any transgender female competing in any female sport across the board. R. at 

5. Other states have found alternative methods to a blanket ban, such as Missouri’s requirement 

that transgender athletes undergo hormone treatments or New Jersey and New Mexico’s policy 

requiring legal recognition of a transition before allowing a transgender athlete to compete on a 
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team that does not match their biological sex.3 The varying policies used by other states show the 

possibility of achieving the proper ends without a categorical ban on transgender females, much 

like this Court held in Virginia, where it decided that Virginia could meet its objective of 

producing “citizen soldiers” without unconditionally excluding females.  

Further, only around 0.6% of the adult population identify as transgender, and the same 

proportion rationally applies to high school students. R. at 13. With the ratio of biological births 

being roughly one male to one female, only roughly 0.3%, or three out of every one thousand 

people, are biologically male yet identify as female. So, in a high school of one thousand students 

who all want to participate in athletics, only three might wish to participate in female athletics as 

biological males. However, many high school students do not wish to play sports. Combining the 

foregoing circumstances with many high school female sports teams and many opportunities to 

participate, the idea posited in Clark that opening up female sports to transgender students will 

displace females from their sports to a “substantial extent” is unfounded. Accordingly, even if the 

FOWA policy has legitimate governmental objectives, the means used to meet these objectives 

are not “substantially related” and thus fail the second prong of intermediate scrutiny. Because 

the FOWA policy cannot withstand either prong of intermediate scrutiny, this Court must strike 

down the unconstitutional policy.  

 
3 These are a few examples of different means employed by many states.  While almost all states 
have their own methodology, only four states—Alabama, Kentucky, North Carolina, and Texas—
have blanket bans on transgender students participating on sports teams that correspond to their 
gender identity.  See Ray D. Hacke, “Girls will be Boys, and Boys will be Girls”: The Emergence 
of the Transgender Athlete and a Defensive Game Plan for High Schools that want to Keep their 
Playing Fields Level – For Athletes of Both Genders, 18 Tex. Rev. Ent. & Sports L. 131, 132–34 
(2018). 
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C. NGHSAA’s FOWA policy fails to withstand even rational basis review because 
the FOWA cannot rationally further any legitimate state objective where the 
blanket ban on biological males is overbroad in its scope and shows the 
NGHSAA’s animosity towards transgender students from the fact that NGHSAA 
created the FOWA policy only after Taylor revealed her status as transgender. 

 
When a state actor employs a classification policy or law, rational basis review is the lowest 

bar a court a court can apply. Clark, 486 U.S. at 461. However, this low bar does not create a free 

pass for the state to discriminate; a court must still find “a legitimate, articulated state purpose” for 

the law or policy. San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 17 (1973). In fact, 

rational basis review also applies a two-prong test, and a court must additionally find the 

discriminatory policy “rationally furthers” the permitted purpose. Id. 

   While a court need not use the avowed state’s purpose, if one existed at all, it must 

nonetheless find a legitimate government interest. See Clark, 695 F.2d at 1131 (finding that 

government objectives of redressing past discrimination against women in athletics and promoting 

athletic equality between the sexes were legitimate interests); see also Bd. of Educ. v. U.S. Dep’t 

of Educ., 208 F.Supp.3d 850, 877 (S.D. Ohio 2016) (finding, under rational basis review, students 

would have legitimate interest in privacy and safety). But see Cleburne, 473 U.S. at 448 (finding 

no legitimate interest in the city council catering to the negative attitudes of property owners and 

fears of elderly persons). 

 Although the first prong of a rational basis test is rather deferential, the second prong has 

more teeth as it requires the policy to “rationally further” the purported interest in a way that “does 

not constitute an invidious discrimination.” Rodriguez, 411 U.S. at 17. A broad policy invites a 

court to rule that the classification does not further the intended purpose but instead reflects 

“animus toward the class it affects.” See Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620, 632-33 (1996) (finding 

that a Colorado amendment denying gay and lesbian individuals protection “across the board” was 
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too broad to further the government objective of putting gay and lesbian individuals in the same 

position as all other citizens and instead reflected hostility toward the class). Further, sufficient 

factual context should govern these policies, and policies based on “negative attitudes [and] fear” 

cannot establish a sufficient rational explanation for differential treatment. See Bd. of Educ., 208 

F.Supp.3d at 877 (quoting Cleburne, 473 U.S. at 448) (finding a high school restroom policy 

precluding a transgender student from using the restroom of her gender identity unconstitutional 

under rational basis review because the policy did not logically relate to interests of student privacy 

and safety as the school relied on “mere negative attitudes [and] fear” of parents and school 

officials predicting “doomsday scenarios”).   

 Even under rational basis review, NGHSAA’s FOWA policy fails. Under this low bar, 

although NGHSAA might, on its face, have a legitimate state purpose for the FOWA policy, these 

objectives were still based on negative attitudes about transgender individuals. NGSHAA has 

declared that the purposes of the policy are to remedy the “unfair competitive disadvantages” 

biological females face when competing against biological males and preserve women’s historic 

athletic gains that afford them “greater opportunities.” R. at 5. Under rational basis scrutiny, these 

might be legitimate interests in the ordinary course of things, but these interests are also in response 

to parents’ concerns and fear over Taylor competing on the girl’s swim team. R. at 5. Thus, these 

are not legitimate interests because the objectives only existed in reaction to negative attitudes of 

parents, much like how no legitimate interests in Cleburne existed when the city council expressed 

worry over the negative attitudes of the majority of property owners.  

 Even if this Court finds a legitimate state interest, NGSHAA’s FOWA policy fails to 

rationally relate to the state’s objectives. The policy categorically bans transgender females from 

competing in female sports. R. at 5. As a blanket ban on the possibility of any transgender female 
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competing with biological females, the policy’s breadth and scope calls attention to the animus 

faced by transgender females as a historical minority class. This Court found a similar amendment 

too broad in Romer, where Colorado denied protection to gay and lesbian individuals “across the 

board.” The Romer Court held the amendment did not rationally relate to the objectives of putting 

gay and lesbian individuals in the same position as other citizens and instead demonstrated the 

state’s “animus” towards a historically discriminated group. Further, the adult population only 

consists of 0.6% transgender persons. R. at 13. Again, this means only about three out of every 

one thousand students might try to compete on female teams as transgender females. These 

statistics cast doubt as to whether the state’s alleged objectives are actually grounded in reality, as 

biological females likely will not realistically face competitive disadvantages or lose opportunities 

to transgender females without this policy.  

The policy in Bd. of Educ. of not allowing transgender students to use the bathroom of the 

gender with which they identified similarly failed under rational basis scrutiny because the court 

found the policy was based on “doomsday scenarios,” and not ground in factual reality. Presently, 

the policy was only enacted after Taylor started competing on the girl’s swim team and revealed 

that she was transgender. R. at 5. It was only after others discovered that Taylor was transgender 

that the NGHSAA started receiving complaints from parents and coaches. R. at 5. This reactive 

response by the NGHSAA to parents and others shows that the NGHSAA was fine with Taylor 

competing until the fears and prejudices of others became factors. The reactionary policy further 

demonstrates the similarity to Bd. of Educ. because the policy was not only based on a distorted 

reality, but also made to appease the prejudicial masses. In Bd. of Educ., the court also held that 

the fear and prejudicial beliefs of parents and others cannot sufficiently establish a rational 

relationship to a state interest. Therefore, even if this Court can find a legitimate objective for the 
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FOWA policy, no rational relationship between the policy and any possible legitimate objective 

exists. Accordingly, the NGHSAA’s FOWA policy fails under rational basis review, and this Court 

must strike down the unconstitutional policy.  

II. NGHSAA’s policy of forcing female transgender athletes to compete on the team that 
aligns with their biological sex rather than gender identity violates their Fourteenth 
Amendment Due Process liberty and privacy rights.  
 
The Due Process Clause of Fourteenth Amendment states in relevant part that no State 

shall “deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.” U.S. Const. 

amend. XIV, § 1. In order for a petitioner to meet this burden, she must first demonstrate that the 

violated protected right is fundamental. Leebart v. Harrington, 332 F.3d 134, 140 (2nd Cir. 2003). 

Moreover, an established fundamental right is protected from government intrusion. Lawrence v. 

Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 578 (2003). Protected fundamental liberties are broadly interpreted to extend 

beyond those enumerated in the Bill of Rights. See Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 5050 

U.S. 833, 848 (1992) (“It is a promise of the Constitution that there is a realm of personal liberty 

which the government may not enter. We have vindicated this principle before. Marriage is 

mentioned nowhere in the Bill of Rights and interracial marriage was illegal in most States in the 

19th century, but the Court was no doubt correct in finding it to be an aspect of liberty protected 

against state interference by the substantive component of the Due Process Clause in Loving v. 

Virginia.”); see also Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145, 148-49 (1968) (finding that the 

fundamental right to privacy protected by Due Process incorporates the right to a jury trial in a 

criminal case with a two-year sentence). Importantly, a transgender student’s liberty interests 

protected under Due Process incorporate her personal choices central to her identity and autonomy, 

including gender identity, which is analogous to one’s choice of who she marries. Obergefell, 576 

U.S. at 675. Further, a transgender student’s protected liberty interests include her right to avoid 
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significant exclusion from participation in school activities. Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565, 576 

(1975). In addition to the foregoing, a transgender student has a Due Process property interest in 

competing in the high school sport of her identified gender. Goss, 419 U.S. at 576.  

A. NGHSAA’s FOWA policy violates the Due Process Clause because gender identity is 
a protected fundamental liberty right under the Due Process Clause as it is an 
intimate choice that defines personal identity and beliefs and it has been extended as 
a liberty right under similarly situated statutes. 

 
As this Court aptly stated in Casey, “[t]he full scope of the liberty guaranteed by the Due 

Process Clause cannot be found in or limited by the precise terms of the specific guarantees 

elsewhere provided in the Constitution.” Casey, 505 U.S. at 848 (citations omitted). It follows 

logically that, as Justice Kennedy notably stated in Obergefell, “[t]he Constitution promises liberty 

to all within its reach, a liberty that includes certain specific rights to allow persons, within their 

lawful realm, to define and express their identity.” See Obergefell, 576 U.S. at 675 (2015) (finding 

that states violate Due Process when they prohibit same sex couples from exercising the right to 

marry because “the right to marry is a fundamental right inherent in the liberty of the person” and 

denial of this right leads to a “grave and continuing harm”).  

Particularly, recent, persuasive law from multiple federal circuits have broadly interpreted 

similar statutory sex-based protections to include gender identity and expression. See Dodds v. 

U.S. Dep’t of Educ., 845 F.3d 217, 222 (6th Cir. 2016) (finding violation of Title IX where a school 

district enacted a policy that denied a transgender girl the right to use the bathroom corresponding 

to her gender identity); see also Whitaker v. Kenosha Unified Sch. Dist. No. 1 Bd. of Educ., 858 

F.3d 1034, 1049 (7th Cir. 2017) (finding violation of Title IX sex-based protections where a school 

district adopted an unwritten policy that denied a transgender boy the right to use the bathroom 

corresponding with his gender because transgender people do not conform to sex-based 

stereotypes of their gender assigned at birth). Likewise, just this year, this Court held that, under 
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Title VII, discrimination on the basis of sex includes discrimination on the basis of gender identity. 

See Bostock, 140 S. Ct. at 1741 (finding that a Title VII violation attached when a gay man was 

terminated on the basis of his sexual orientation because “homosexuality or transgender status are 

inextricably bound up with sex”). These decisions are contrasted by older, less persuasive opinions 

where some federal district courts narrowly interpreted similarly situated protections on the basis 

of biological sex to not include protections on the basis of gender identity. See Texas v. United 

States, 201 F. Supp. 3d 810, 836 (N.D. Tex. 2016); Johnston v. Univ. of Pittsburgh, 97 F. Supp. 

3d 657, 674 (W.D. Pa. 2015) (finding no Title IX violation of sex-based protections where a school 

refused to allow transgender students to use the bathroom and locker room of their choice because 

the protected term “sex” under Title IX refers only to biological sex and does not include gender 

identity).  

Taylor’s gender identity is a fundamental liberty protected by the Due Process Clause. 

First, Taylor’s gender identity is comparable as a fundamental liberty to same sex couples’ right 

to marriage under Obergefell because, like the choice to get married, the choice to express one’s 

gender identity is central to her identity and dignity as a human. Additionally, in Obergefell, had 

the court failed to legally recognize same sex marriage as a protected liberty interest, “grave and 

continuing” harm to same-sex couples would have resulted. Similarly, failure to recognize gender 

identity as a protected liberty could result in irreparable harm to Taylor in the form of her continued 

or recurring gender dysphoria. R. at 4. This is because Taylor’s diagnosis of gender dysphoria 

prior to living according to her identified gender led to “debilitating levels of distress,” and the 

general scientific consensus holds that treatment for gender dysphoria is congruent with allowing 

a transgender individual to live life in harmony with her gender identity. R. at 4. Thus, if Taylor is 

prohibited from living her “happiest moments” by competing on the team of her identified gender, 
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she will likely slip into the same levels of debilitating distress that plagued her young life prior to 

embracing her “true identity.” R. at 4.  

Additionally, Taylor’s gender identity is protected under similarly situated, statutory sex-

based discrimination protections, so those protections should extend to gender identity. Recent and 

highly persuasive precedent from multiple circuit courts exists that incorporates gender identity 

into sex under Title IX, despite older opinions indicating the contrary. Although federal district 

courts in Texas and Johnston held that the term “sex” under Title IX does not incorporate gender 

identity and should instead be restrained solely to biological sex, the more recent decisions by the 

courts in Dodds and Whitaker held that Title IX sex-based protections include bathroom and locker 

room choice for transgender students. Taylor’s desire to compete on a team associated with her 

gender identity is shockingly similar to Dodds and Whitaker because the basic protection to 

maintain bodily functions in a bathroom or locker room that aligns with one’s gender identity is 

analogous to the basic right to compete on a team that also aligns with one’s gender identity; both 

are central to resisting sex-based stereotypes. R. at 4. Although Dodds and Whitaker may be 

distinguished from the case at hand because they focus on the unconstitutionality of preventing 

people from using the bathroom of their gender identity, whereas here the issue is the 

constitutionality of a policy aimed to prevent “unfair” athletic competition to biological females, 

the stronger argument is that the central issue here remains the unfairness of prohibiting gender 

expression in the form of athletic competition, not the “unfair[ness]” of competition to biological 

females.  

Finally, like this Court recently found in Bostock, “transgender status” is protected under 

Title VII. Taylor meets that same status requirement as a transgender female. Therefore, because 

highly persuasive precedent allows Taylor to use the bathroom that reflects her gender, 
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subsequently prohibiting her from competing on a sports team that reflects her gender would serve 

only to cause mass confusion and dissonance as to what fundamental liberties are afforded to 

transgender people. If Taylor’s cisgender teammates, such as Miller, are afforded all liberties and 

protections under Titles VII and IX that come with being a girl, then those same protections should 

be extended under the Due Process Clause to Taylor, who is also a girl under the Titles VII and IX 

definition of “sex” espoused in Dodds, Whitaker, and Bostock. Therefore, this Court should find 

that Taylor has a protected liberty right to her gender identity under the Due Process Clause, and 

thus this Court should strike down the NGHSAA FOWA policy as unconstitutionally infringing 

on her liberty interest.  

B. Even if this Court finds no fundamental privacy right, the FOWA policy nonetheless 
fails where some high school athletes have a property right under the Due Process 
Clause to compete in athletic teams that align with their gender identity because 
prohibiting a high school athlete from competing on the athletic team that aligns with 
her identified gender would significantly exclude her from participating in the 
educational process. 

 
Importantly, a significant property right to participation in sports at the high school level 

exists in addition to a student’s property right to education when the high school athlete partially 

relies upon competing for future opportunities. See Boyd v. Bd. of Dir., 612 F. Supp. 86, 93 

(E.D.Ark. 1992) (finding that a student had a property right to compete when he was barred from 

participating in football because his educational and economic development partially rested upon 

his ability to compete in football during his last year of high school). A property right to compete 

does not exist when a potential high school athlete is excluded from participating in school athletics 

solely on the basis of a conduct violation. See Brands v. Sheldon Cmty. Sch., 671 F. Supp. 627, 

631 (N.D. Iowa 1987) (finding no property right to compete where a high school declared an 

athlete ineligible to be on the wrestling team because the athlete had no right to compete when he 

violated the school’s conduct code). Lower courts have held that although collegiate education is 
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protected as a property right, a right to participation and sports does not exist specifically at the 

collegiate level. See Bowers v. Nat’l Collegiate Athletic Ass’n, 475 F.3d 524, 553 (3rd Cir. 2007) 

(finding no fundamental property right to compete in college athletics where a college athlete with 

a learning disability was denied academic eligibility for college sports, because no fundamental 

right to public education exists). However, exclusion from the high school education process for 

more than a trivial period of time violates a student’s property interest under the Due Process 

Clause. See Goss, 419 U.S. at 576 (finding that a high school violated students’ property interest 

under the Due Process Clause by suspending them for ten days without a hearing because a ten-

day suspension is a serious life event, and the violated property right affected the students’ 

reputation amongst their peers). 

Therefore, directly related to a transgender high school athlete’s protected liberty right to 

her gender identity is her property right to compete on the team that aligns with her gender. While 

temporary exclusion from after school activities may not violate Due Process, even temporary 

exclusion from extracurricular activities for a lengthy period of time may violate a student’s 

property interest in those activities. See Pegram v. Nelson, 469 F. Supp. 1134, 1140 (M.D.N.C. 

1979) (finding that a student’s property interest is not violated where a student is temporarily 

precluded from participating in after school activities for only four months). Finally, a school 

violates a student’s property interest when the student is totally excluded from educational 

benefits. See Goss, 419 U.S. at 575-76 (finding that students’ Due Process property interests were 

violated where a high school suspended students for ten days without a hearing because a ten-day 

suspension is a serious life event and affects the student’s “good name, reputation, honor, or 

integrity”).   
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Taylor has a fundamental property right to compete on her high school athletic team. First, 

a close comparison exists between Taylor and the student in Boyd, who was found to have a 

fundamental property right to compete due to his reliance on participation in football for future 

economic and educational development. Like the athlete in Boyd, Taylor, a senior, was also close 

to the end of her high school career when the NGHSAA policy was enacted and therefore was 

running out of time to compete. R. at 4-5. Due to Taylor’s dissolved opportunity to compete in her 

final year of high school, she, much like the football player in Boyd, lost out on any potential 

scholarship, educational, or financial opportunities she may have received as a result of her 

swimming success. If Miller received interest from recruiters for her incredible performance, 

logically Taylor might have received similar interest had she been allowed to continue competing 

in her final year of high school, because she experienced similar success to Miller. R. at 4-5.  

Unlike the student in Brands, who was disqualified from being on the wrestling team before 

ever joining the team on the basis of a conduct violation, Taylor was already on the women’s swim 

team when she was forced to leave on the basis of her biological sex, which is remarkably 

dissimilar to a student’s exclusion from sports on the basis of a conduct violation. R. at 4-5. Unlike 

the college students in Bowers who did not have a fundamental property right to compete in 

intercollegiate athletics, Taylor is a high school student seeking to compete in high school athletics. 

R. at 4-5. Additionally, unlike the college athlete in Bowers, who was found ineligible to compete 

on the basis of a learning disability which affected his schoolwork, Respondent declared Taylor 

ineligible to compete solely on the basis of her biological sex. R. at 5-6. Therefore, Taylor’s 

protected property right to education encompasses her protected property right to compete. 

Next, Taylor has a protected property interest in competing on the women’s swim team 

because she was excluded from competing for more than a trivial period of time. First, like the 
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students in Goss, Taylor has been barred from a school-related activity. Although Taylor was given 

a hearing with the NGHSAA prior to the enactment of the policy, which differs from the students 

suspended in Goss without a hearing, the time period for which she is barred from competing on 

any women’s athletic team—forever—is far from trivial, especially because this Court found the 

mere ten-day suspension in Goss to be anything but trivial. R. at 5. Moreover, Taylor’s total 

exclusion from participation in women’s athletics while in high school differs from the student in 

Pegram, who was only barred for four months. Additionally, the fact that Taylor cannot compete 

on women’s teams and holds only the option to compete on men’s teams is more similar to the 

students in Goss, who also faced total exclusion with no alternative, because Taylor’s alternative 

is no true alternative. Though she may technically have the option to compete on men’s teams, 

effectively she is banned from competing at all if she cannot compete on women’s teams because 

no teenage girl will choose to face humiliation and embarrassment by competing with peers of the 

opposite gender. R. at 5-6. Finally, Taylor’s lifetime ban from competing on the women’s swim 

team is more of a serious life event than the students’ ten-day suspension life event in Goss.  

 Likewise, Taylor’s liberty interest in competing on an athletic team that aligns with her 

gender is violated by NGHSAA’s policy. Taylor’s situation is similar to the students in Goss, 

whose reputation and status among their peers were threatened by their suspension. This is because 

Taylor’s public recognition as a woman amongst her friends, classmates, teachers, and coaches 

would be called into question if she is prohibited from competing on the women’s team and is 

instead forced to choose between not competing at all or competing as a male.4 Although Taylor 

 
4 Krista D. Brown, supra at 320-21. “A transgender student chooses to live as the gender 
with which the student identifies. This choice may include not only changing one's name or the 
way one dresses, but also the desire for others to recognize the student as the desired gender 
identity by using the student-athlete's chosen name and the proper pronouns. Forcing a transgender 
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was not suspended like the students in Goss, her situation is nonetheless similar to theirs because 

the central reasoning of the holding in Goss was to avoid undue harm to a student’s reputation and 

public image, and in both cases the students’ reputation amongst their peers is at stake. Therefore, 

Taylor has a property interest in competing on the high school athletic team of her identified 

gender.  

CONCLUSION 

 As the foregoing reasons demonstrate, the discriminatory FOWA policy violates the Equal 

Protection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment, and thus is unconstitutional.  

Petitioner Taylor Powell respectfully requests this Court reverse the erroneous holding of the 

Fourteenth Circuit and reinstate the decision of the district court. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
athlete to play on the athletic team that conforms to the athlete's birth-sex, instead of the one 
consistent with the athlete's gender identity, is incompatible with the reputation the athlete has 
probably sought to implement in every other aspect of the athlete's life. A transgender student's 
reputation as the sex consistent with the student's gender identity should be a constitutionally 
protected liberty interest, especially if a student can prove that the gender identification is genuine 
and not for the purpose of gaining a competitive advantage.” Id. 
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APPENDIX 

 
U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1 

All persons born or naturalized in the United States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are 

citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce 

any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall 

any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to 

any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. 

Fair Opportunity for Women Athletes policy 

(1) Interscholastic and intramural club athletic teams or sports that are sponsored by a public 

or secondary school or institution whose students or teams compete in the North Greene 

High School Athletic Association shall be expressly designated as one (1) of the following 

based on biological sex: (a) Males, men, or boys;  (b) Females, women, or girls; or (c) Coed 

or mixed. 

(2) Athletic teams of sports designated for females, women, or girls shall not be open to 

students who are biologically male. 


